
Brand: Hurricane
Engine: BMW M20
Part Type: Connecting Rods
Center to Center Length: 135mm/5.315"
Big End Bore Diameter: 48mm/1.890"
Big End Width: 21.87mm/0.861"
Small End Bore Diameter: 22mm /0.866"
Small End Width: 21.87mm/0.861"
Beam Style: H-beam
Connecting Rod Bolt Diameter: 3/8 "
Approximate Connecting Rod Weight: 540gram per piece without bolts
Advertised Horsepower Rating: 1000hp
Quantity: Sold as 6 pieces per set
Material: Forged 4340 steel
Connecting Rod Finish: Shot-peened, Polished
Pin: Bronze wrist pin bushings
Wrist Pin Style: Floating
Cap Retention Style: Cap screw
Weight Matched Set: Yes, Balanced +/- 1g per set
Magnafluxed: Yes
Private Label: Yes, available
Custom design: Yes, accept

BMW M20 H-Beam Connecting Rods Description

Building your BMW engine is a high cost proposition; the right components can make all the difference but
high quality rods have always been cost prohibitive to the enthusiast. Help keep things together during
extreme power output and high RPM with rods from Hurricane Speed&Performance. Many quality rods
carry a price that can make your head spin, but not these. 

Comparable in price to "budget rods" these rods use the proven H-beam pattern, ARP hardware, careful
quality control, polished cheeks, a very good strength to weight ratio and overall quality the competition
can't match at this price. Unlike many rods that need lots of work in the machine shop to meet the proper
wight and clearance tolerances, Hurricane Speed&Performance rods are balanced, trueness finished, and
pre clearanced. This means less time in the machine shop, and a rod that is a true value, not just an
artificially low price!

M20 performance has been growing in popularity with the elevation of the E30 to cult status. If your
building your M20 for boost or high RPMs and you want to do the job right without breaking your budget,
consider the Hurricane Forged Connecting Rod Set (BMW M20) for reliable strength.

BMW M20 135x48x22 Connecting Rods Benefits:

#1, Big end Design for bmw racing car light conrod.  For more big end design choice, please
view: Hurricane Connecting Rods Big End Design
#2, A slot in the side of the big-end to reduce rod weight.

http://www.hurricanerods.com/
http://arp-bolts.com/
http://www.hurricanerods.com/news/Hurricane-Connecting-Rods-Big-End-Design.html


H-Beam Connecting Rods for BMW M20
Engines are designed for race engines, The light weight is only 540 gram per piece without bolts

Hurricane Also offer 130mm and 140mm h beam connecting rods for BMW M20 Race Engine.

#1, H-Beam Connecting Rods For BMW M20 130mm Rod C/C Length, set of 6 pcs
#2, Set of 6, BMW M20 Connecting rods with 140mm rod length,22mm pin end

Welcome to contact us if you have any concerns.

http://www.hurricanerods.com/products/H-Beam-Connecting-Rods-For-BMW-M20-130mm-Rod-C-C-Length-set-of-6-pcs.html#.WrICq1Ps7BE
http://www.hurricanerods.com/products/Set-of-6-BMW-M20-Connecting-rods-with-140mm-rod-length-22mm-pin-end.html#.WrIC6VPs7BE
http://www.hurricanerods.com/Contact-Us.html
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